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Abstract—A standard cell memory (SCM) is a memory constructed with standard cells and implemented by logic synthesis
and automatic placement and routing, which enables stable
operation in the low voltage region compared to an SRAM. In this
paper, we show the measurement results of a nonvolatile SCM
(NV-SCM) using a Fishbone-in-Cage Capacitor (FiCC), which
is suitable for IoT processors with intermittent operations. The
NV-SCM was fabricated in a 180 nm standard CMOS process
technology. The area overhead from the nonvolatility of bit cells
is 74%. We conﬁrmed full functionality of the NV-SCM. In the
normal read/write and the data restore operation, the NV-SCM
can operate up to 21 MHz. The data retention time was 95
minutes when the write time to the nonvolatile memory was 0.3
seconds and the reading voltage was set to 1.4 V. The simulation
results show that the proposed NV-SCM can reduce the energy
consumption by 51.19% compared to a conventional volatile SCM
when hybernation/normal operation time ratio is 500.
Index Terms—SCM (Standard Cell Memory), Nonvolatile
memory, Nonvolatile processor, IoT (Internet of Things), FiCC
(Fishbone-in-Cage Capacitor)

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G, and
other information and communication technologies have made
signiﬁcant progress [1], [2]. Mobile devices such as laptops
and smartphones require lower power consumption and zerostandby-power of microprocessors and other components in
order to extend their battery life [3].
One of the most effective ways to reduce the energy
consumption of integrated circuits is to scale the power supply
voltage. In reference [4], it was shown that scaling the supply
voltage to near the transistor threshold voltage improved the
energy efﬁciency of the processor by up to 4.7 times. However,
in such a low voltage region, the performance variation of
integrated circuits due to process variation becomes signiﬁcant, and the malfunction of the integrated circuits becomes a
problem [5], [6]. In integrated circuits, on chip memories, such

as 6T SRAM, are vulnerable to process variations [7], [8], [9].
6T SRAM is hard to operate in the low voltage region due to
vulnerability to unbalance threshold voltage variations within a
bit cell. A standard cell memory (SCM) has been proposed as
an alternative to SRAM [10]. D-latches or D ﬂip-ﬂops are used
in the bit cells, and the peripheral circuits are implemented
using random logic. The circuit is implemented using only
CMOS digital circuits, which enables stable operation in the
ultra low voltage region. In reference [11], it is shown that
4-kbit SCM operates normally at a supply voltage of 350 mV.
One of the most effective ways to achieve zero-standbypower, the nonvolatile power gating (NV-PG) technique has
been widely adopted to cut off static leakage power [12], [13].
NV-PG architecture using nonvolatile bistable circuits such as
a nonvolatile SRAM (NV-SRAM) and a nonvolatile ﬂip-ﬂop
(NV-FF). This architecture has two modes: normal operation
mode and shutdown mode. In the normal operation mode,
nonvolatile data retention is not used. Thus, the NV-SRAM
and NV-FF circuits execute only the ordinary SRAM/FF
operations in the normal operation mode. On the shutdown
operation mode, shutdown of the circuit domains or systems
with nonvolatile data retention is executed. In reference [14],
a nonvolatile SCM (NV-SCM) is proposed by applying an
MTJ (Magnetic Tunnel Junction) element to the conventional
volatile SCM, but it cannot be fabricated in a conventional
standard CMOS process technology. It is compatible with
a CMOS process but additional masks and semiconductor
manufacturing equipment are required.
In this paper, we describe the layout design and measurement of an NV-SCM [15] with a nonvolatile memory using
FiCC (Fishbone-in-Cage Capacitor) [16], a sort of metal fringe
capacitor. The NV-SCM can be fabricated in conventional
CMOS process without any additional masks.
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Fig. 1. 3D structure of FiCC

II. N ONVOLATILE M EMORY U SING F I CC
A. FiCC
A metal fringe capacitor (MFC) [17] is a capacitor that consists only of metal wire segments and utilizes the capacitance
between them. Among capacitors which can be conﬁgured on
an ASIC (Application Speciﬁc Integrated Circuit), MFCs have
the advantages of (1) needing no additional masks in a standard CMOS process and (2) having ideal linear characteristics.
Thanks to the process technology scaling, smaller wire width
and smaller distance between wires are allowed, which increases capacitance per area [18], [19]. However, since MFCs
use fringe capacitance between metal wire segments, they are
inﬂuenced by a crosstalk capacitance with neighboring wires
and capacitors, and layout designers must consider them. In
a previous study, a shielding metal wall was introduced for
each capacitor to reduce the crosstalk capacitance at the cost
of area overhead [20].
The FiCC (Fishbone-in-Cage Capacitor) [21] was proposed
to address those issues. The FiCC is an MFC that consists
of outer electrodes and inner electrodes. The 3D structure
of the FiCC is shown in Fig. 1. The electrodes in blue and
red are the outer-side and inner-side electrodes, respectively,
and the electrodes of the same side are connected vertically
through vias. By connecting a noise-sensitive net to the inner
electrode and a low impedance net with a stable potential such
as GND or VDD to the outer electrode, the former is shielded
like a Faraday cage. This structure enables us to suppress the
crosstalk capacitance between the inner terminal and other
neighbor wires or capacitors to 1/10.
B. Nonvolatile Memory Using FiCC
Nonvolatile memory using FiCC is a CMOS-compatible
memory element composed of a FiCC and an NMOS transistor, forming a circuit equivalent to the Floating Gate (FG)
structure of a ﬂash memory element. A nonvolatile memory
using FiCC is shown in Fig. 2. The node that consists of the
transistor’s gate terminal and the FiCC’s inner electrode is
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Fig. 4. Erase operation

isolated from the outer by an insulator and acts as a ﬂoating
gate. The write and erase operations of the nonvolatile memory
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The write operation is
performed by applying 5.0 V to the Control Gate (CG) to cause
tunneling and trap electrons in the FG. The erase operation is
performed by pulling electrons out of the FG by tunneling.
By applying a write voltage of 5.0 V for 5 seconds to the CG
of a nonvolatile memory using FiCC, the threshold voltage
can be increased to 3.3 V, and the threshold voltage shift can
be observed even after one day [16]. It is also shown that
the memory characteristics do not change signiﬁcantly after
about 1,200 write and erase cycling. Using tunneling for write
and erase operations saves energy consumption signiﬁcantly
compared to the MTJ memory.
III. D- LATCH FOR NV-SCM
The structure of the D-latch for the NV-SCM (1-bit NVSCM) is shown in Fig. 5. The 1-bit NV-SCM consists of the
conventional volatile D-latch and the nonvolatile part in red.
The nonvolatile part consists of a nonvolatile memory using
FiCC and three NMOS transistors. Because of the structure of
the nonvolatile part, the nonvolatile memory using FiCC can
be substituted for other nonvolatile memories.
The 1-bit NV-SCM has four operation modes: latch, store
data to the nonvolatile part, restore data from the nonvolatile
part to the volatile latch, and data erase operation. The applied
voltages to CK, DG W, DG R, CG, SG, and SL terminals,
excluding the data restore operation, are shown in TABLE I.
During the latch operation, DG W, DG R, CG, SG, and SL
are all set to 0 V. During the data store operation, DG W=1.8
V, CG=5.0 V, CK=DG R=SG=SL=0 V, and data is stored
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Fig. 5. 1-bit NV-SCM
TABLE I
O PERATION MODE OF NV-SCM
Latch
Store
Erase

CK
0V
-

DG W
0V
1.8 V
0V

DG R
0V
0V
0V

CG
0V
5.0 V
0V

SG
0V
0V
1.8 V

SL
0V
0V
1.8 V

to the nonvolatile memory using the FiCC. The amount of
increase in the threshold voltage of the nonvolatile memory
cell (NMOS transistor with the FiCC) by the data store
operation is determined by the holding value of the D-latch.
During the data erase operation, data is erased from the nonvolatile memory using the FiCC with DG W=DG R=CG=0
V, SG=SL=1.8 V. In the data restore operation, the power is
ﬁrst turned on to the D-latch and then the D-latch stores 1
(high), followed by DG R=CG=SG=1.8 V, CK=DG W=SL=0
V. Thus, the time required for the data restore operation is only
a few clock cycles. Figs. 6 and 7 show the behavior of the latch
during the data restore operation when the threshold voltage
of the nonvolatile memory cell is higher or lower than 1.8
V, respectively. When the threshold voltage of the nonvolatile
memory cell is higher than 1.8 V, the NMOS transistor does
not turn on even at CG=1.8 V and the latch retention value
remains high. When the threshold voltage is lower than 1.8
V, the NMOS transistor turns on, the latch retention value
changes from high to low. Thus, depending on the threshold
voltage of the nonvolatile memory cell, the high or low data
is restored to the latch.
IV. L AYOUT DESIGN AND M EASUREMENT OF NV-SCM
A. Layout Design of NV-SCM
We designed the layout of 4-bit and 16-word-8-bit NV-SCM
using the 180 nm CMOS process. The layout of the D-latch
for the 4-bit NV-SCM in Fig. 8 consists of four D-latches for
NV-SCM described in section Ⅲ. In the layout design of NVSCM by logic synthesis and automatic placement and routing,
the layout area of NV-SCM can be reduced by using the Dlatch including 4-bit NV-SCM as bit cells. Since the clock

Fig. 8. Layout of the D-latch for the 4-bit NV-SCM

signal is common, there is only one inverter for the clock in
the whole cell. DG W, DG R, CG, SG, and SL are shortcircuited in the cell. The layout design of the D-latch for the
4-bit NV-SCM resulted in a size of 229.68 µm2 (34.8 µm ×
6.6 µm), with an area overhead of 74% due to the nonvolatility
of the bit cell. The 16-word-8-bit NV-SCM contains 16×2 4bit NV-SCMs. The layout size of the 16-word-8-bit NV-SCM
is 0.0314 mm2 (99.0 µm × 317.4 µm) as shown in Fig. 9. We
also designed the layout of 16-word-8-bit conventional volatile
SCM to compare its performance with NV-SCM. The layout
size of the 16-word-8-bit SCM is 0.0232 mm2 (85.8 µm ×
270.0 µm).
B. Measurement of NV-SCM
We conﬁrmed that the 4-bit NV-SCM (latch, store, restore,
and erase operations) were fully functional. 4-bit NV-SCM can
work up to 80 MHz in latch and restore operation when the
supply voltage is 1.8 V. The relationship between the store
(write) time and the data retention time of the nonvolatile
memory is shown in Fig. 10. When the voltage applied to the
CG during the data restore operation is 1.8 V, the data retention
time saturates at around 0.3 seconds of the write time, and the
data retention time is about 24 minutes. Based on this result,
we changed the voltage applied to the CG during the restore
operation to 1.4 V. In the case of 1.4 V, the data retention time
also saturated at around 0.3 seconds of the write time, but the
data retention time was extended to 95 minutes. This suggests
that changing the voltage applied to the CG during the restore
operation can shorten the time required to store (write) data
to the nonvolatile memory using FiCC and extend its lifetime
by suppressing the damage on the gate oxide of the NMOS
transistor connected to the FiCC.
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Fig. 10. Retention time of nonvolatile memory using FiCC

We conﬁrmed that the 16-word-8-bit NV-SCM (latch, store,
restore, and erase operations) were fully functional. The shmoo
plot of the 16-word-8-bit SCM and NV-SCM is shown in
Fig. 11. The areas shown in red and green indicate fail and
pass, respectively. The SCM and NV-SCM can operate up to
24 MHz and 21 MHz, respectively when the supply voltage is
1.8 V. This result indicates that there is almost no effect on the
operating speed due to the nonvolatile part in the NV-SCM.
We measured the relationship between the store (write) time
and the data retention time of the nonvolatile memory. The
voltage applied to the CG during the data restore operation is
1.4 V. Compared with the 4-bit NV-SCM, the data retention
time is different bit by bit. The main reason is that the voltage
applied to the CG during the store and restore operations varies
due to differences in the resistance and capacitance of wires
connecting the CG.
V. C OMPARISON OF E NERGY C ONSUMPTION BETWEEN
SCM AND NV-SCM
The relationship between the energy consumption of SCM
and NV-SCM is shown in Fig. 12. Let Eleak denote the
difference in energy consumption between SCM and NVSCM during normal read and write operations. Since the NVSCM can turn off the power in the standby operation, the
energy consumption can be regarded as zero. Therefore, the
NV-SCM can reduce the energy consumption of the SCM in
the standby operation. Let Esb be the energy consumption
that the NV-SCM can reduce. Unlike the SCM, the NV-SCM
completely turns off the power when it is in the standby

operation. It consumes energy when it starts to operate again.
Therefore, a standby time (BET : Break Even Time) is required
to achieve Eleak +Estore +Erestore ≦ Esb , where Estore and
Erestore are the energy consumed during the data store and
restore operations respectively. They can be regarded as zero
since the time of store and restore operations are very short
compared to the time of the normal read, write and standby
operations.
In order to compare the energy consumption of SCM and
NV-SCM, we performed simulations using one of fast SPICE
simulators FineSim from Synopsys. The memory size is 256word-32-bit, at 1.8 V, 27 ◦ C, and 10 MHz. The power
consumption of the 256-word-32-bit SCM and the NV-SCM
are shown in TABLE II. In the normal operation, only oneword (32-bit) operates simultaneously, and the remaining 255words (8160-bit) are in the standby operation. We derive
the BET and the reduced energy. The difference in power
consumption between the NV-SCM and the SCM during the
normal operation is 5.5 µW. The power off time required per
second of the normal operation time is 5.5 µJ/1.713 µW=3.211
s. With the normal operation time top as a variable, the
BET is as shown in (1). The relationship between the ratio
of standby/normal operation time and the reduced energy is
shown in Fig. 13. At tsb /top = 500, the NV-SCM can reduce
the energy consumption by 51.19% compared to the SCM.

BET = 3.211 × top .
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VI. S UPPLY VOLTAGE S WITCHING C IRCUIT FOR CG
U SING C HARGE P UMP
A. Dickson Charge Pump
In the NV-SCM, 5.0 V must be applied to the CG during the
data store operation. However, since the power supply voltage
used for other circuits is 1.8 V, a charge pump boosts the
voltage from 1.8 V to 5.0 V.
The 4-stage Dickson charge pump [22] is shown in Fig. 14
composed of a smaller number of elements per stage than
other charge pumps [23], [24]. This means that the layout
area of the charge pump can be minimized. Through the
NMOS switches (M1 to M5) whose drains and gates are
diode-connected, charge is pushed out in only one direction
by the complementary clock CLK whose amplitude is the
supply voltage Vdd . The charge is lifted by the operation of the
clock signal and ﬂows into the capacitor through the diodeconnected NMOS transistor to boost each node. However, due
to the voltage drop equal to the threshold voltage at each
charge transfer NMOS switch, the output voltage of the 4-stage
Dickson charge pump is expressed as Vout = 5 (Vdd −Vth ).
The supply and input voltages were set to 1.8 V and the
clock frequency was set to 10 MHz. The simulation results
are shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that the output voltage of

Fig. 15. Simulation results of 4-stage Dickson charge pump

the charge pump is boosted to around 5.0 V. The output drive
current Iout can be calculated using (2) [25]. CLoad is the load
capacitance, Vout is the output voltage of the charge pump and
Tramp−up is the time required by the charge pump to reach
the output voltage. We derive Iout using the values from the
simulation (CLoad = 100 fF, Vout = 5.0 V, Tramp−up = 5 µs).
From the above, we obtain Iout = 0.1 µA, which is over a
few nA required to the writing operation to the nonvolatile
memory using FiCC [16].
Iout = CLoad ×

Vout
.
Tramp−up

(2)

B. Supply Voltage Switching Circuit for CG
In the NV-SCM, it is necessary to switch the voltage applied
to CG from 0 V for the latch and erase operation, to 5.0 V for
the store operation, and to 1.8 V for the restore operation. The
supply voltage switching circuit for CG using charge pump is
shown in Fig. 16. When supplying 0 V to CG, 1.8 V is applied
to OUT ZERO. When supplying 5.0 V to CG, 1.8 V is applied
to IN CP and CK CP. When supplying 1.8 V to CG, 1.8 V
is applied to IN HIGH.
The supply voltage and input voltage were set to 1.8 V
and the clock frequency was set to 10 MHz. The simulation

IN_CP

4-stage Dickson
Charge Pump

CK_CP

OUT(CG)

IN_HIGH
OUT_ZERO
Fig. 16. Supply voltage switching circuit for CG

results show that the circuit structure shown in Fig. 16 can
supply 5.0 V to CG. But in case of supplying 1.8 V to CG,
actually the voltage supplied to CG is about 1.4 V due to
the voltage drop in the diode-connected NMOS transistor.
However, we conﬁrmed that the data retention time of the
nonvolatile memory using FiCC is extended by setting the
voltage applied to CG to 1.4 V during the data restore
operation in the measurement of NV-SCM as described in
section Ⅳ.B.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we show the measurement results of an NVSCM using FiCC suitable for IoT processors with intermittent
operations. We designed the layout of the NV-SCM using
the 180 nm CMOS process. The area overhead due to the
nonvolatility of bit cells is 74%. Through measurements, we
conﬁrmed full functionality of the NV-SCM. In the normal
read/write and the restore operation, the NV-SCM can operate
up to 21 MHz. The data retention time was around 95 minutes
when the write time to the nonvolatile memory is 0.3 sec. and
the voltage applied to the CG is 1.4 V during the restore
operation. The proposed NV-SCM can reduce the energy
consumption by 51.19% compared to a conventional volatile
SCM when hybernation/normal operation time ratio is 500 as
shown in the simulation.
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